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ABSTRACT: In latest times, Posit number format proposed 
instead of IEEE 754.2008 number format is yielding better and 
accurate results in dynamic and extensive range of applications. 
Due to its non uniform distribution case, this number format is 
paving its way in many modern applications. Multiply 
Accumulate (MAC) unit implementation along with the efficient 
Posit multiplier is not designed in any of the recent studies but 
adder and multiplier designs in separate have been proposed and 
implemented. To use the posit number system effectively in many 
of the modern applications, MAC design implementation along 
with the efficient posit multiplier is proposed. The flexible nature 
of posit number when compared to IEEE 754.2008 is that posit 
number can have any number in exponent bit width and total bit 
width. Hence parameterization of all data path bit widths is 
proposed and the designing is implemented in VHDL. The code 
that is obtained is combinational design. The area, power and 
delay obtained on different conditions were studied, analyzed and 
provided. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In deep learning [1] training inference and other 
applications, formats defined in IEEE 754-2008[2] like 
single precision and half precision floating formats have 
been extensively used. But in some applications where 
usually the distribution of network parameters is non-
uniform, floating point formats proposed are not efficient 
due to its non-uniform representation [3] 

Recently, Posit number format [4], which is more 
accurate and also which can provide larger dynamic range 
than floating point numbers is proposed. The representation 
of numbers in non-uniform method by the posit format 
makes it suitable in majority of the applications [4][5], 
where the accuracy level is maintained constant even with 
smaller bit width. More precision is provided with smaller 
value and the reduction with precision is noted with larger 
value in posit format, thus making it no uniform. 

In earlier representations and proposed works, 
experiments have been carried out on the posit multiplier 
hardware design [6] and posit adder [6][7]. 

Here this paper is all about the designing of posit single 
rounded operations such as Fused multiply accumulate 
[MAC] unit, which is advantageous over discrete multiplier 
unit and adder unit. Parameters like area reduction and 
minimization of power consumption can be achieved with 
help of MAC unit rather than separate multiplier and adder 
units. This is due to the reason that both multiplication and 
addition parts share the available components. For better 
accuracy, rounded operation is done only single time at end 
of final stage. With the above advantages, the applications 
where convolutions or dot product operations are performed 
make use of MAC unit [8][9][10]. Hence to make use of 
non-uniform distribution of numbers with more feasibility, 

the design of posit has to be made with the help of MAC 
unit. The flexibility of posit format like extraction and 
packing of resulting components everytime for each 
component is relatively hardware expensive in the formation 
of posit format. But in fused operations, extraction and 
packing of components is done only once, due to which 
more arithmetic operations can be performed. 

An efficient posit multiplier with MAC unit proposed in 
this paper that was developed in VHDL. The generator is 
provided with total bit width nb and exponent bit width es to 
generate the relative POSIT MAC unit operation. The MAC 
unit architecture proposed as fused unit is a combinational 
design. The full rounding operation is done at the end of the 
result for more accuracy as defined [2] is implemented. 
Wide range of vectors for testing are used to prove the 
functional design of the MAC unit  

2. POSIT FORMAT 

The usual posit number is shown in fig 1. Total bit 
width nb and maximum exponent bit width es gives the 
definition of posit format, posit (nb,es). Besides the sign bit, 
which go through a fixed 1-bit bit width, remaining 
components like regime, exponent and mantissa are flexible 
in bit width.  

Sign Regime Exponent Fraction 

s (r, r,……,~r) (ees-1,……..,e0) (fraction) 

Fig 1: Posit Number System 

Appearance of fraction and exponent happens at most 
when there were left over bits. Consideration of regime part 
is done initially, which is a procession of 0’s or 1’s along 
with opposite valued bit. This number of 1’s or 0’s depends 
on the regime value rg. The exponent follows only when the 
whole nb-bit is not occupied by the sign and regime. 
Allocation of remaining bits to fraction frac will be done, 
where the exponent is an unsigned, impartial value. For the 
frac, there is an implicit one bit.. Posit format representation 
for the value of a number is 

����� = (−1)� × ������ × 2��� × (1 + ����) 

Where useed= 22es .All zero bits are represented with 
zero and infinity is used for the representation as 1-bit one, 
then all zeros. Posit format do not contain any subnormal. If 
the sign bit is 1, complementing the bit positions except sign 
will be done initially rather than component extraction in 
posit format.  

3. PROPOSED POSIT MAC 

The architecture presented in fig 2 gives the proposed 
efficient posit multiplier with MAC.  
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Fig 2: proposed efficient posit multiplier with MAC 

Fused MAC unit architecture or standard MAC unit 
architecture is basically considered as a standard condition. 
Different values of total bit width ns and maximum 
exponent bit width es gives us with various designs of 
parameterized bit widths of all datapaths. 

Extraction of Posit Component: 

Evaluation of the sign bit is done first to check if the 
complement procedure is required with remaining parts. By 
definition in [4], evaluation of regime value is done. In order 
to remove regime bits, left shift of the operand is performed. 
most significant es-bit is exponent and mantissa, implicit bit 
that is affixed with remaining bit after shifting. Regime bit 
combined with exponent bit in this stage. Effective exponent 
is generated only after first left shifted regime value rg with 
es-bit and added to exponent shifting control in the next 
stages will make use of this effective component generated. 

Mantissa Multiplier 

An unsigned (nb-es) bit multiplier is mantissa multiplier 
here in the design. Booth multiplication modified algorithm 
by making of use of Radix 4 [11] is used in implementation 
of mantissa multiplier. The partial products thus obtained 
are accumulated with the help of many levels of (4,2) carry 
save adder. Parameterization is done with mantissa 
multiplier, such that generation will be done for any desired 
band width. 

Alignment Shifter: 

The first 2 bits in the MSB of the product is placed with 
the mantissa of C. Constant value along with exponent 
difference determines the shifting amount 

�ℎ������ !" = #$%� − (exp �)*++ − (exp �)*++
+ exp ,)*++) 

Where Const = (nb-es) +3. Zero is the minimum 
shifting amounts as C do not require any shifting towards 
left. Only when whole C shifting takes place with the right 
of the product term, extreme shifting happens then 3(nb-
es)+2 is the maximum shifting amount. 

Adder 

After alignment, 1 level of (3,2) carry save adder is 
used to combine the product with the aligned C of least 
significant 2(nb-es) bit. Then carry propagate adder is used 
to add the carry vector and the resulting sum vector. 
Incrementing is done to perform addition for the aligned C 
most significant (nb-es)+2 bit position. The requirement of 
the increment with the higher part is determined by the 
lower order adder with carry output. Now the adder result is 
the combination of two partial results obtained. Negative 
result drives us towards performing the complement. 

Leading Zero Anticipator: 

For counting the adder result possible leading bit 
number, both adder operands LSB 2(nb-es)+1 bit are sent to 
leading zero anticipator (LZA). Indicator is used ,which 
considers leading zero as well as leading one in [12] for the 
reason that there is the possibility of getting positive and 
negative results too. Tree structure is used for indicator 
counting. Correction with possible leading zero error 
anticipation is performed in normalization shifter end stage. 

Normalization Shifter 

A 2 stage shifter’s comprising of constant shifter 
followed by dynamic shifter used in the designing of 
normalization shifter. Constant shifting is done by an 
amount of (nb-es)+1, is performed after which dynamic 
shifting will be done with LZA counted amount if the 3 
operands expdiff is 2. If the expdiff is not 2, dynamic shifter 
performs the operation with amount equal to alignment 
amount. LZA introduced 1 bit error is corrected at the final 
stage. 1 bit shift right operation performed if overflow 
happens. Exponent is updated in accordance with the 
amount of normalization shifting. 

Posit Output Process with Rounding 

Regime and exponent are the two parts into which the 
combined exponent is divided. Regime vector nb bit and rg 
bit also generated. Exponent and regime vector are prefixed 
with the mantissa part of the resultant. Combined vector 
shift right operation is performed depending on the regime 
value. At last,  nb-1 least significant bit is reserved and sign 
bit is added. 

Addition result will be vector of 3(nb-es)+2 bit. 
Condensation into sticky bit is performed after the 
normalization of the LSB 2(nb-es)+1. Right shifting is done 
after prefixing the vector with exponent vector and regime. 
Rounding to nearest even can be performed according to 
sticky bit.  

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

It is evident from Fig 3a and Fig 3b that the utilization 
percentages of Slices in MAC with posit multiplier is 22% 
which is the remarkable decrement when compared with 
utilization percentage of Slices in normal Posit Multiplier 
with 25%. Another decrement is also noted from the same 
that the utilization of 4 input LUTs is decreased from 22% 
to 19 % with respect to posit multiplier and MAC with posit 
multiplier. Further Fig 5a and Fig 5b shows the decrement 
of power utilization by 12% between posit multiplier and 
the MAC with posit multiplier. There is also a significant 
decrement in delay by 10% when compared posit multiplier 
and MAC with posit multiplier 
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Figure 3a: Design Summary of the Posit multiplier 

 

Figure 3b: Design Summary of the MAC with Posit 
multiplier 

 

Figure 4a: Simulation Waveform of the Posit multiplier 

 

Figure 4b: Simulation waveform of the MAC with Posit 
multiplier 

 

Figure 5a: Power summary of the Posit multiplier 

 

Figure 5b: Power summary of the MAC with Posit 
multiplier 

 

Figure 6a: Time summary of the Posit multiplier 

 

Figure 6b: Time summary of the MAC with Posit 
multiplier 

5. CONCLUSION 

An efficient posit multiplier with multiply add (MAC) 
unit is presented here to showcase with usage of posit 
number towards deep learning and other training inference 
applications. Architecture of MAC unit basing on the given 
number configuration is proposed and parameterization of 
data path bit widths for enabling the design parameters of 
MAC unit. Simulation and synthesizing are done with the 
generated VHDL codes by the generator proposed. Area, 
power and delay are analyzed of the generated MAC units. 
Designing is done in such a way that the modern processors 
speed requirements are met. There is a chance of FPGA 
implementation in future to evaluate the performance in a 
very accurate manner. 
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